NEXT-GENERATION STOREFRONT
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A NEW STANDARD
To enable this capability, ATPCO will define a process that identifies
the source of the data and consistently collects and distributes it so
that systems can group like airline products and services. ATPCO will
develop data application, or other methods such as an algorithm, to
describe how this data will be processed. ATPCO will also develop the
standards that can be used to optimize the display of the products,
driving customer satisfaction, system conversion, and sales of the
products and services that meet consumer needs.
A data-driven approach means airlines can be assured of consistent
results when a customer requests a certain type of products or

service, or when a system defaults to group like types of products or
services.
Nothing in the design restricts an airline from being able to describe
all features or services of their product. The project will provide
the data; its actual display may vary by system. The data and
accompanying algorithm will not determine rank or preference for
any airline or itinerary display.
This new data could be used to create a multi-airline display showing
all branded products called shelves, or a full detail of services for an
airline called drawers.

EXAMPLE OF SHELVES
An early prototype would group
like products into shelves displayed
on indirect seller sites. If common
data standards are used to enrich
shopping data with consistent fare
attributes, itinerary attributes,
and airline brand data, the NextGeneration Storefront can employ a
shelf algorithm to group like products
by market, demographic, or even
consumer preference.
Stars align multiple airline products in a shopping display

EXAMPLE OF DRAWERS
AND AMENITIES
The Next-Generation Storefront initiative will
establish common standards for amenity
data, providing a simpler, intuitive, graphical
representation of each product’s attributes,
whether they are included in a fare or available
for additional cost.
A complementary way of displaying like products,
drawers would allow each airline to retain the brand
positioning of each of its fare options per itinerary.
For example, in this model, the seller shows one
price point per itinerary based on a more flexible
search that can include Search by Star rating and
amenities. For instance the search can be “show me
all three-star products that have fast Wi-Fi options.”

When a consumer selects the itinerary, the
drawer opens to show alternative fare and
value options, with an industry-standard
set of descriptions of key attributes across
all products presented. The airline can
extend this standard set of attributes with
their own brand specific attributes (such
as mileage credit) that may be unique or
drive value that needs to be communicated
about the product offering.

Using Stars and Attributes to align multiple airline products in a shopping display

A Common Set of Attributes With Consistent Definitions

NEXT STEPS

Interested entities will form
the Next-Generation Storefront
Working Group to create data
processing standards, align data
sources, identify data gaps, and
formulate an implementation plan.
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